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The Advisor Experience
Advisors play a key role in student success. At VSB we aim to support the role of advisors with a set of
tools that will free them to focus their advising sessions on learning, career development, and
advancement, instead of the clerical task of planning schedules. We named the module that contains the
function and features we developed for advisors the Advising Advantage.
Advisors benefit from the same intuitive VSB user experience offered to students, with the addition of a
few features, to ensure a working environment common to both, and minimizes potential knowledge gaps
between advisors and students. As such, the Student Experience presented in the previous section also
applies to advisors.
In VSB, advisors have the general ability to make course and/or class recommendations to students. With
granular control over how restrictive the recommendation, advisors can offer a guiding hand, a nudge, or
a push in a specific academic direction. Used at different academic levels, an advisor can, for example, use
VSB to force Freshmen into a set of courses and/or specific schedules while making strong or more liberal
suggestions to upper‐level students.
Advisors can also monitor how students plan and if they access their recommendations. In this way VSB
offers a basic early alert mechanism; students that are not planning or accessing their recommendations
could be at risk.
This section focuses on the mechanism offered to advisors which includes:



Advising a student
Smart Recommendation

In both cases, advisors have the ability to lock/unlock courses and classes; a locked course will force a
student into that course while allowing the student to navigate his or her preferred classes. A locked class
will force the student into that specific course/class combination. This can be used, as an example, for
class sections with reserved seating:
Lock/Unlock Courses
Lock/Unlock Classes

Advising a student
An advisor can act on behalf of a student by using By simply entering a student ID the advisor has
the “Advise a Student” feature of the Advising direct access to the students’ view:
Advantage module.

Once an advisor is working on behalf of a student, it is clearly indicated. It is also easy for an advisor to
switch to a different student and to stop advising:

The student planning and enrollment status is immediately visible to the advisor and all work saved by
the advisor will be saved on behalf of the student. VSB can be configured to enable the ability for an
advisor to enroll students. In the screen shot below Paul Acosta, the advisor, is looking at the current
enrollment status of Sandra Kim, the advisee.

At this point, the advisor can add courses and navigate to an optimal schedule for the advisee,
locking/unlocking courses and/or classes as desired to guide the student towards an academic pathway:

The advisor can also save the result as a favorite in the student view, naming that favorite so it clearly
states its origin.

When advisees login they can easily access the favorite(s) saved on their behalf:

The student/advisee can then accept the suggestion “as is” or navigate to an alternate schedule, within
the confine of any locking mechanism, that, perhaps, better fits their personal constraints, and proceed
through the registration process as described in the Student Experience section.

Smart Recommendation
The Smart Recommendation feature provides the ability to make recommendations to a single student or
a group of students at once, with greater control over how students must proceed though the schedule
planning and registration process. The goal of the Smart Recommendation feature is to offer advisors the
ability to guide students through the course selection and schedule planning process efficiently. Advising
sessions can then focus on more critical issues than schedule planning.
Using the same user experience offered to students, with the addition of the course/class locking
mechanism, advisors can plan course sets and/or schedules they want to recommend to various student

profiles. For example, an advisor may want to make the following course/class recommendation to a
group of sophomores seeking a commerce degree:

Course: Recommendation (unlock)

Course: Mandatory (locked)

Class: Recommendation (pinned)

Class: Mandatory (locked)
Students receiving this recommendation will have the option to take COMM 212 or not, will have no
choice but to take COMM 215 however they can choose their class section, they will have the option to
take COMM 217 or not, in class section D or other, and will have no choice but to take COMM 220 in class
section B.
Advisors will complete the process of saving and sending their recommendations in the Recommendation
panel only available to users with appropriate access:

Selecting students/groups

Naming recommendation
Message to students
Navigation options
Tags for easy search
Group access option

Once a recommendation is saved, all selected students will receive the recommendation in the form of
an icon in their VSB Welcome page upon login:

All the student has to do at this point is click on the icon to view the recommendation and proceed with
course/schedule planning within the confine of the recommendation.

